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CURRENT AND CRITICAL

The Changing Role of the Orthopaedic Sales Rep
By Hannah Corcoran

“Sales representation in
the orthopaedic market can
represent 35 to 50 percent of
the cost of sales,” he says.

value, sales and purchasing models are
tion of rep-less approaches, technology-driven
inventory models and the evolving role of

Brian Timberlake
Senior Vice President,
Medical Tracking
Solutions

sales reps? While it seems unlikely that sales
rep-less approach continue.
In 2015, Christopher
Provines, CEO of Value
Vantage Partners, surveyed 50 medical device
industry executives and
found that just over 1/3
of respondents thought
that the rep-less model

QUARTERLY
REVIEW
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4Q15 and 2015..... 6
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Nelson, Founder of Medsider, the advantages of a

hospitals focus on cost and do not consider the
potential long-term impact of decreased customer

“Some [hospitals]
or more market share in
the next decade. Forty
percent of respondents
thought rep-less models

the increased cost savings
that employ rep-less
models,” Nelson says.

the same timeframe. Though only 25 percent of
respondents hailed from orthopaedic compamedical segments, Provines says.

Founder, Medsider

the expense of services
inventory management.

device companies and hospitals. For device
companies, cost reduction is the main advantage to eliminating or reducing sales reps in
the OR.
pricing on certain devices? That OR manager is
-

By limiting OR time, sales reps can support
dent at Medical Tracking Solutions.
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The Orthopaedic Sales Rep...
A reduction in sales reps and a more scrutinized surgeon/

advantage for the orthopaedic market
to use a rep-less sales model, and I

train their personnel accordingly.

a coordinated purchasing process that includes surgeon
not

Managing Partner,
Sales Horizons and
Sales Momentum

under tremendous price pressures. The expectation is

the rep, not product information or pitches.”
procedure experience that he or she provides. In this par-

higher per-procedure costs for the hospital. This in turn
experience through a rep-less model.”

-

-

-

consistent revenue to the companies they represent.”

impact revenue negatively.”

market,” he says. “There are just too many disruptive forces
from legislation – hospitals are consolidating, doctors are

conversations. “Device companies are going to have to look
-
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The Orthopaedic Sales Rep...

Another example of a nontraditional sales approach is

“When I do training, I ask, What kind of technical and
those
“We are meeting a demand and an ongoing market

-

they could pay for an identical product, the more people are
and get real expertise – the customers are going
to demand it.”
nies sell and hospitals purchase. It seems that the rep-less

despite a strong sales rep presence.

and get everything you need as opposed to Impact MediOne example of the rep-less
cally-proven primary knee and hip
systems to hospitals at a discounted
cations facilitate OR training, set-up
and inventory tracking.
Stuart Morris-Hipkins
According to Stuart MorrisSenior Vice President
and General Manager,
General Manager of Syncera, the techSyncera

Founder and CEO,
Impact Medical

that sales consultant in every day, all
day long.”

cessing to populate instruments into procedure trays, and

involved in the transactions.
include hospitals mandated to implement Comprehensive
-

Hannah Corcoran is an Associate Editor at
ORTHOWORLD. She can be reached at hannah@orthoworld.com.
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